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DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT  Survey Peg A  NUMBER

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Wood. Surveyed in by Brian Livingstone

LOCATION

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY A. Bickford  DATE OF RECORDING 18/6/1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT  Survey Peg B  NUMBER

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Wood. Surveyed in by Brian Livingstone

LOCATION

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY A. Bickford  DATE OF RECORDING 18/6/1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT  Trypot footing eroded to seawards.  NUMBER  T 1

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
3 sides. 4th side indistinct. 4th side facing S_W, the sea. Footings show two phases, perhaps 1840s and the later Davidson period. At S_W end and W corner are covered in black - burnt blubber.

LOCATION

In section of bank at Kiah Inlet. Planed is 13½" or 34 cm wide. = 3 stretchers wide.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

Many

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])

PHOTOGRAPHER A. Bickford

RECORDED BY A. Bickford. Surveyor, Brian Livingstone  DATE OF RECORDING May and June 1986
DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Western ships tank

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Eroded with hole in west side. Tins and rubbish inside.
4 foot or 122cm cubed in size
Are in early Tryworks photos, probably 1880s or before.

LOCATION
On the bank next to try pot footings site. Surveyed in by Brian Livingstone.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE
Books, photos, in early 20th informants.

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
PHOTOGRAPHER A. Bickford
RECORDED BY A. Bickford DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

---

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Centre ships tank

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Same as T 2. Half full of water.
As T 2.

LOCATION
As T 2.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE
As T 2.

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
PHOTOGRAPHER A. Bickford
RECORDED BY A. Bickford DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

---

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Eastern ships tank

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Same as T 2 and T 3. Has beer bottles and cans inside. Half full of dirt and corrosion.

LOCATION
As above.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE
As above

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
PHOTOGRAPHER As above
RECORDED BY A. Bickford DATE OF RECORDING June 1986
DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Windlass or capstan site

NUMBER T 5

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Original is in Eden Museum. Made of wood and used to haul the whales up the bank to the tryworks.
Date is same as tryworks.

LOCATION
Surveyed in by Brian Livingstone Surveyor. Referred to as "hole" on his plan.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE
Photos in early books and Wellings photos. Photo from B, J, and J. attached.

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])

PHOTOGRAPHER
A. Bickford

RECORDED BY A. Bickford

DATE OF RECORDING 18/6/1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Long piece of round timber from

NUMBER T 6

the roof members of the tryworks

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Timber. Referred to in Livingstone's plan as "pole".

LOCATION
At tryworks site. Surveyed in by Livingstone.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE
In photos

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])

PHOTOGRAPHER A. Bickford

RECORDED BY A. Bickford

DATE OF RECORDING 18/6/1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Part of roof system.

NUMBER T 7

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Wood. Described as "Pole" in Livingstone's survey.

LOCATION
Tryworks site. Surveyed in by Livingstone.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])

PHOTOGRAPHER A. Bickford

RECORDED BY A. Bickford

DATE OF RECORDING 18 June 1986

32
DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Round upright of timber with Y NUMBER T 8 notch to support beam. Part of tryworks structure.
DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Wood

LOCATION
Tryworks. Surveyed in by Livingstone Surveyor.
INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])

PHOTOGRAPHER A. Bickford
RECORDED BY A. Bickford DATE OF RECORDING 18/6/1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Barrel hoop. Bent NUMBER T 9

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Metal. Iron? Bent. 1m x 1.5m long. 5cm wide.
Part of barrel hoop for the storage of whale oil and shipping it to Sydney.

LOCATION
North of capstan hole.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])

PHOTOGRAPHER A. Bickford
RECORDED BY A. Bickford DATE OF RECORDING 18/6/1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT First phase of tryworks. Row NUMBER T 10 of blackened bricks and flat timber eroding from the bank.
DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Two samples which eroded from the bank during the survey period were collected for analysis as to age by Dr. George Gibbons. The black coating is the burnt scraps of blubber used to keep the fire alight. These bricks are thinner than those of the phase above and are probably earlier, of the Otaheti Bill period of the 1840s.

LOCATION

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])

PHOTOGRAPHER A. Bickford
RECORDED BY A. Bickford DATE OF RECORDING June 1986
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE</th>
<th>PHOTOGRAPHS</th>
<th>PHOTOGRAPHER</th>
<th>RECORDED BY</th>
<th>DATE OF RECORDING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roof timber batten</td>
<td>See Tryworks Plan</td>
<td></td>
<td>(slides / colour prints / B&amp;W [tick])</td>
<td>Bickford</td>
<td>Bickford</td>
<td>June 1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roof timber batten</td>
<td>See Tryworks Plan</td>
<td></td>
<td>(slides / colour prints / B&amp;W [tick])</td>
<td>Bickford</td>
<td>Bickford</td>
<td>June 1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stump of tree</td>
<td>See Tryworks Plan</td>
<td></td>
<td>(slides / colour prints / B&amp;W [tick])</td>
<td>Bickford</td>
<td>Bickford</td>
<td>June 1986</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Fragments of metal and bricks  
DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)  
Fragments of metal and bricks lying on the beach, eroded from the tryworks site. Anchor tangs, deck spikes, barrel hoops, unidentifiable metal. Bricks, some of Boydtown type  
LOCATION  
See Tryworks Plan  
INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE  
PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])  
PHOTOGRAPHER Bickford  
RECORDED BY Bickford  
DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Whalebone  
DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)  
Fragment of whalebone on the shoreline. 50cm long. Triangular shaped.  
LOCATION  
See Tryworks Plan  
INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE  
PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])  
PHOTOGRAPHER Bickford  
RECORDED BY Bickford  
DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Stump. Labelled post in plan  
DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)  
Stump in situ. Part of Northernmost hut in photos?  
LOCATION  
See Beach Plan  
INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE  
Huts seen on old photos  
PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])  
PHOTOGRAPHER Bickford  
RECORDED BY Bickford and Livingstone  
DATE OF RECORDING June 1986
DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

**STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT**: Post  
**NUMBER**: T 17

**DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)**  
Labelled F. POST in Plan. C. 12' high. Part of Southern hut on beach?

**LOCATION**  
See Beach Plan

**INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE**  
In old photos

**PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])**  
Nil

**PHOTOGRAPHER**  
Bickford and Livingstone  
**DATE OF RECORDING**: June 1986

---

**HOMESTEAD**

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

**STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT**: Brick footing  
**NUMBER**: H 1

**DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)**  
Footing of lookout hut for whales. Burnt down after 1954. 1 x 1 sq m.

**LOCATION**  
See Homestead Plan

**INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE**  
Mrs. Edna Boyd

**PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])**  
Nil

**PHOTOGRAPHER**  
Bickford and Livingstone  
**DATE OF RECORDING**: June 1986

---

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

**STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT**: Horizontal slabs, 4 visible  
**NUMBER**: H 2

**DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)**  
Timber slabs. c. 24cm and 1.8m or 6' long. Laid down because car got bogged.

**LOCATION**  
200° from site to Peg A. 17m distance.

**INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE**  
Mrs. Edna Boyd. Were placed there after 1954

**PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])**  
Nil

**PHOTOGRAPHER**  
Bickford  
**DATE OF RECORDING**: June 1986
DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Fowl house

NUMBER H 3

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Used as a fowl house by George Davidson - up to 1950. Don’t know what it was originally built for. Labelled on Plan by Livingstone “Remains Old Barn.”
Upright round poles; fallen slabs; chicken wire; corrugated iron; bricks.


INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Bickford, Livingstone, Dibley DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Rubbish tip?

NUMBER H 4

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Revealed on N side of thrack. Olive green glass and clear glass. Broken glass, iron protruding from soil, brick, slate, iron.

1m x 1m

LOCATION
45m and 250° from 4 to Peg B.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Bickford and Dibley DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Bed end

NUMBER H 5

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Decorative oval centre of bed, with holes at ends for frame. Rusted, incomplete, cast iron.

LOCATION
22° to Peg A from 5. 25.6m from Peg A.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Bickford and Dibley DATE OF RECORDING June 1986
DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Chain

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Attached to fallen wattle. Dog chain? c. 4m long.

LOCATION
29.5m from Peg A. 20° from 6 to Peg A.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Bickford and Dibley DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Table legs

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
4 legs. 73 cm long and wide at top 10cm. Sideboards sticking out from them. Hardware, squared off.

LOCATION
30.5m from Peg A at 62° from 7. Leaning upright against a big tree.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE
Mrs. Boyd saw them there when she came in 1954

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])

Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Bickford and Dibley DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Whale bone

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
4 pieces, rib bones. Av. length 90cm. Width = 8cm

LOCATION
7.2m from W. corner of shower building to 8. 60° from 8.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])

Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Bickford and Dibley DATE OF RECORDING June 1986
DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT  Pile of posts, slabs, and boards  NUMBER  H 9

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Approx. 30. Was a shed here and Mrs. Boyd had a garage for her car here, and a workshop shed against the shower on the E side. 4m x 4m.

LOCATION
To W of shower building.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE
Mrs. Boyd

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY  Bickford and Dibley  DATE OF RECORDING  June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT  Ice chest  NUMBER  H 10

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Painted with silver frosting. 83 x 63 cm.

LOCATION
When the Dibleys was outside the kitchen door. They moved it next to the S. side of the shower building.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE
D. Dibley

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY  Bickford and Dibley  DATE OF RECORDING  June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT  Half a stone grindstone  NUMBER  H 11

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
L= 50 cm; Breadth = 26 cm; Thickness = 11 cm. 1 foot radius. Edge to edge - 1'8" diameter.

LOCATION
14.4m to S corner of shower. From 11 = 311°.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY  Bickford and Dibley  DATE OF RECORDING  June 1986
DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Area with metal parts in it  NUMBER H 12

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Bed ends, cast iron, leaning against tree, and flat on the ground. Buggy parts, rabbit trap, buggy foot rail, metal handle, wire, wheel hubs for a buggy, iron fittings and buggy parts. Where the workshop was, whalebone, barrel hoops.

LOCATION
To E of shower- called "Old Workshop Area" by Livingstone

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE
Dibley

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Bickford and Livingstone DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

__________________________________________

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Ships tanks  NUMBER H 13

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Two together, used for storing wood now. 1.2m cubed. (or 4 foot cubed).

LOCATION
Surveyed by Livingstone. Are N of 12.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Bickford and Livingstone DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

__________________________________________

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Depression in ground called by  NUMBER H 14
Mrs. Boyd 'The schoolroom'.

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
In the 1922 survey called by Della Ca the "shed". Used as a schoolroom by the Davidson girls. Slabs of wood c. 5 foot long and 4 inches thick.

LOCATION
E of workshop, site 12. 21m from S corner of shower. From 14 = 300°.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE
Dibley

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Bickford and Dibley DATE OF RECORDING June 1986
DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT  Pool  NUMBER  H 15

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Fillied with rubbish now - beer cans, buckets, plastic, and hardware.

LOCATION
Surveyed in by Livingstone as "Dam". N edge = 41.5m. 296° from 15.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER
RECORDED BY  Bickford and Livingstone  DATE OF RECORDING  June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT  Stable area  NUMBER  H 16

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Wooden poles, post and rail fence remains, fencing wire, slabs.

LOCATION
64m. 112° from S corner of shower.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE
Mrs. Boyd and Mrs. E. Severs.

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER
RECORDED BY  Dibley  DATE OF RECORDING  June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT  Grindstone  NUMBER  H 17

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
2 pieces. Derelict. Upside down in a hole. 1/2 grindstone and wooden part.
Stone = 110m wide, 515mm diam, 260mm deep.

LOCATION
47 m. 68° from S corner of shower.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER
RECORDED BY  Dibley  DATE OF RECORDING  June 1986
DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT: Shell midden
NUMBER: H 18

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Shells and rocks. 5 x 3m. Weathered and compressed on road area.

LOCATION
44 m, 37° from Peg B.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE
Mrs. E. Severs, Aboriginal women's camp. 1904-1940s.

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Dibley DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT: Whalebone
NUMBER: H 19

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Part of whale vertebra. 270mm x 270mm x 130mm. White bone, green moss.

LOCATION
2.9m from H 17, at 166°.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Dibley DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT: Stump for grindstone
NUMBER: H 20

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Stump to which the grindstone was attached.

LOCATION
27m, 106° from E fence post of yard.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE
Mrs. E. Severs

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Dibley DATE OF RECORDING June 1986
DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT: Wagon axle, draw bar; bed
NUMBER: H 21

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date):
Iron and tin. Area 3m x 3m

LOCATION:
27 metres. 106° from E post of yard

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick]):
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY: Dibley
DATE OF RECORDING: June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT: Bar Be Que Area
NUMBER: H 22

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date):
Oven parts; bed bar; old bricks; engine block (4 cyl water cooled side valve engine)

LOCATION:
16.6m. E corner of post 96°

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick]):
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY: Dibley
DATE OF RECORDING: June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT: "Y" shaped cast iron item
NUMBER: H 23

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date):
Rusted cast iron. 56cm x 49cm x 10 cm

LOCATION:
11.1m. 360° E post of yard

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick]):
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY: Dibley
DATE OF RECORDING: June 1986
DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Telephone case

NUMBER H 24

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Metal with bakelite
15cm x 22 cm x 130 cm

LOCATION
39.5m, 170° from E corner post of yard

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Dibley DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Broken cast iron cooking pot with legs and old handle

NUMBER H 25

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Broken and rusted. Cast iron
Depth 30cm. Diam approx 40 cm
Handle holder and legs

LOCATION
16°, 12.5m from H 24.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Dibley DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Bed parts

NUMBER H 26

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Cast iron, rusty. 1.03 x 4 cm x 4 cm x 1.03 x 2.5cm

LOCATION
Leaning against post E corner of yard

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Dibley DATE OF RECORDING June 1986
DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Pet's grave
DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Grave of Rufus, Mrs. Boyd's pet terrier dog. Post 1954
Cement surround, gravel inlay, wood block. 142cm x 62 cm
LOCATION
1.2m from E corner of yard, in yard.
INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE
Mrs. Edna Boyd. Made by Dr. A. Boyd
PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil
PHOTOGRAPHER
RECORDED BY Dibley and Freeman DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Buggy part
DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Cast iron, incomplete, rusty
144cm x 2.5cm x 2.5 cm
LOCATION
On fence at S gatepost to SE gate from E corner of yard
INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE
PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil
PHOTOGRAPHER
RECORDED BY Dibley DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Oven wall plate or door
DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Rusty, incomplete, cast iron. 40cm x 50 cm
LOCATION
10.5m on SE fence from southern gatepost, at SE gate of yard
INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE
PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil
PHOTOGRAPHER
RECORDED BY Dibley DATE OF RECORDING June 1986
DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Toilet disposal area
NUMBER H 30

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Corrugated iron area and depression in earth 1.5m x 1m

LOCATION
Outside fence 14.7m, 119° from W corner of Building B.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE
Mrs. Edna Boyd. Post 1954

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER
RECORDED BY Dibley
DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Cement slab for toilet
NUMBER H 31

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Cement slab. Location of toilet before moved inside fence in late 1960s. 1.2m x 1.2m

LOCATION
Outside fence 9.6 m from W gatepost on NE fence line.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE
Mrs. Boyd. post 1954.

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER
RECORDED BY Dibley
DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Whale bone
NUMBER H 32

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Whale bone ribs, 1 complete and 1 broken @m x 11cm

LOCATION
On fence line enxt to gate in NE fence adjacent to Western gatepost.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER
RECORDED BY Dibley
DATE OF RECORDING June 1986
DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Cast iron and metal parts
NUMBER H 33

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Rusty. area 2.2m x 0.5m.

LOCATION
On fence line next to gate in NE fence adjacent to East gate post

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])

PHOTOGRAPHER
RECORDED BY Dibley DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Cooking pot
NUMBER H 34

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Rusty, cast iron. 26cm x 35cm x 25cm. Curved handle attached to top

LOCATION
On fence line 186° and 7.7m from Nth corner of Building C.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER
RECORDED BY Dibley DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Whale bone rib
NUMBER H 35

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
1 piece. Brittle. 19cm x 13cm

LOCATION
On fence 9.2m from Nth corner Bld. C. 234°.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER
RECORDED BY Dibley DATE OF RECORDING June 1986
DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Square of slate NUMBER H 36

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Blue slate similar to fire place hearth in Room 1. Complete. 31cm x 31cm x 2.4cm. Good condition.

LOCATION
On fence 9.2m. 234° from Nth corner of Bld. C.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Dibley DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

---

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Axe NUMBER H 37

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Rusty. Wooden handle broken off. 14cm x 9 cm.

LOCATION
In yard, 3.3m and 164° from Nth corner of Bld. C.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Dibley DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

---

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Metal "arm" NUMBER H 38

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)

LOCATION
In yard 6.7m and 210° to Nth corner of Bld. C.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Dibley DATE OF RECORDING June 1986
DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Cast iron with wood cover. Diam incl spout 157cm; diameters of tub 117cm x 107cm. Depth 80cm. 2 flat sides opposite each other. Other sides rounded and grooved. Marked under spout T BRYANT / MILLWALL / LONDON. [Dibley has Byrant but I suspect he has reversed the letters]

LOCATION Rear of Blg. A.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Dibley DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Wood posts and slabs. 3m x 3m area. Mrs Boyd post 1954, says garden area, although says another house was here in this general area to under extension, before she came.

LOCATION 8.7m and 180° to Nth corner of Blg B.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE
Mrs. E. Boyd

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Dibley DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Rusty. Cast metal, curved handle attached to top.

LOCATION Next to step of Room 5.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Dibley DATE OF RECORDING June 1986
DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT  Buggy part  NUMBER H 42

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
3 parts. Rusty, metal. 120cm x 2 cm. 8 cm diam. 5mm width.

LOCATION
Next to room 5 on SE side

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Dibley  DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT  Sheep tallow boiler  NUMBER H 43

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Cast iron. Good condition. 153cm diam x 77cm depth.
Marked R DAWSON SYDNEY on side.

LOCATION
Outside Bld A Rooms 1 and 4

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Dibley  DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT  Meat safe  NUMBER H 44

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Wood, netting, metal water tray. 138cm x 110cm x 18cm. Complete, but derelict.
2 doors with padlock closures.

LOCATION
Under room 10 of Bld A

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Dibley  DATE OF RECORDING June 1986
DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Garden area
DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Mrs. Boyd's garden area - flowers, whalebone. Mrs. E. Severs says Mrs. G. Davidson's rose garden.
Bricks, stones, whalebone. Area 6m x 5m.
LOCATION
Under Bld B
INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE
Mrs. E. Severs
PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil
PHOTOGRAPHER
RECORDED BY Dibley
DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Buggy axel
DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Rusty. Cast iron. 117cm x 3 x 3cm
LOCATION
Propping up rose - 7 m and 330° from Sth corner Building A.
INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE
PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil
PHOTOGRAPHER
RECORDED BY Dibley
DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Whalebone
DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
About 5 pieces, eg. 10cm x 60cm or 20cm x 6 cm
LOCATION
Under pine tree 036° and 17.8m to S corner of Bld A.
INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE
PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil
PHOTOGRAPHER
RECORDED BY Dibley
DATE OF RECORDING June 1986
DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Ships tank

NUMBER H 48

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Rusty, metal, 120cm cubed

LOCATION
Under pine tree 014° and 21.5m to 8th corner of Bld A

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Dibley

DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

---

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Steel plate

NUMBER H 49

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Steel. 39cm x 33cm

LOCATION
Under pine tree 014° and 22.9m to 8th corner of Bld A.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Dibley

DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

---

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Boat remains

NUMBER H 50

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
2 pieces of it. Wood. 34cm x 230cm. Green paint, clinker built.

LOCATION
Under pine tree - salvaged from beach area. 020° and 19.2m to S corner of Bld A.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE
Is this the same boat in Mrs. Boyd's sketch of the area, the one that was lying against the bank?

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Dibley

DATE OF RECORDING June 1986
DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Camp oven

NUMBER H 51

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Metal, complete, good condition. 46cm x 32cm x 52cm.

LOCATION
In laundry, Bld D

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Dibley

DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Sheep tallow boiler

NUMBER H 52

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Iron plus wood cover. 164cm diam x 90cm deep. Lugs 11cm and 3.5cm.
Marked RUSSELL / SYDNEY / FOUNDRY

LOCATION
Sth corner of Bld C on SE side.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Dibley

DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Brick arrangement

NUMBER H 53

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
18 plus elements. 52 x 84 x 12 cm.

LOCATION
5.8m and 330° to S corner of laundry, Bld D

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY Dibley

DATE OF RECORDING June 1986
DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT  Brick / stone arrangement  NUMBER  H 54

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
16 plus elements. Area 140cm x 90cm. 1 metal part. Could be remains of copper area for laundry.

LOCATION
7.4m and 302° from Sth corner of Bld D.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE
Mrs. E. Severs, 1904 - 1940s.

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY  Dibley  DATE OF RECORDING  June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT  Wood / brick / metal arrangement  NUMBER  H 55

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
8 plus elements. Laundry copper area? Cast iron and brick. 50cm x 80cm. Metal of grating shape and wood.

LOCATION
9.9m and 303° from Sth corner of Bld D.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY  Dibley  DATE OF RECORDING  June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT  Ships tank ring  NUMBER  H 56

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Rusty, cast metal, 42cm diam. x 1cm width.

LOCATION
286° and 8.5m from Sth corner of Bld D.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER

RECORDED BY  Dibley  DATE OF RECORDING  June 1986
DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Brick path

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Numerous bricks. Running between Bld A, Bld D, and Bld C.

LOCATION
See above

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE
Constructed by Mrs. E. Boyd, 1954-1982

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

RECORDED BY Dibley
DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Duck boards

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Numerous timber duck boards put down on boggy ground. Constructed by the Davidsons.

LOCATION
SE side of Bld C to the fence line, and some between Bld C and A.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE
Mrs. E. Severs and Mrs. E. Boyd

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

RECORDED BY Dibley
DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Sign

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Metal. 15cm x 92cm. "TELEPHONE OFFICE" blue background and white print.

LOCATION
Step adjacent to Room 2 of Bld A and Room 11.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

RECORDED BY Dibley
DATE OF RECORDING June 1986
DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Ships tank

NUMBER H 60

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Cast metal. 120cm cubed.
Used to collect rainwater.

LOCATION
NE side of Building C adjacent to Rooms R15 and R 17.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER
RECORDED BY Dibley
DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Pipe connection at spring

NUMBER H 61

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Metal. Used by the Davidsons

LOCATION
At Spring

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE
Mrs. Elsie Severs

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER
RECORDED BY Dibley
DATE OF RECORDING June 1986

DAVIDSON'S WHALING STATION, KIAH INLET

STRUCTURE / ARTIFACT Bullock wagon axle

NUMBER H 62

DESCRIPTION (include materials, dimensions and date)
Metal and wood.

LOCATION
Off Boyd Road at turn-off to DWS Historic Site.

INFORMANT / ORAL HISTORY / REFERENCES IN LITERATURE

PHOTOGRAPHS (slides / colour prints / B&W [tick])
Nil

PHOTOGRAPHER
RECORDED BY Dibley
DATE OF RECORDING June 1986
1. EWS
Artefact Inventory [Artefacts 31 to 60]
Refer to individual Inventory sheets (over) for description, location, etc.
2. DWS ARTEFACT INVENTORY
[Artefacts 1 to 30]
Refer to individual inventory sheets for description, etc.
3. DWS ARTEFACT INVENTORY
[Artefacts 16 & 17]
Beach Site
Refer to individual inventory sheets (over) for description, location, etc.
Diagram

Trying Down Works

Weaver: Artefact Inventory
[Artefacts T1 to T15]

Refer to individual inventory sheets (over) for description, location, etc.